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Abstract— Distributed Generation (DG) plays an important
role in current power systems with high demand growth. DG
provides an alternative to the traditional electricity sources like
oil, gas, coal, water, etc. and can also be used to enhance the
current electrical system. DG distribution is likely to improve
the reliability of a power distribution system by at least
partially minimizing unplanned power interruptions to
customers due to loss of utility generators or due to faults in
transmission and distribution lines/equipments. In this paper,
a typical distribution system is considered and to show the
reliability enhancement of the system, different components
(fuses, disconnects, DGs) are step by step taken into account
and added to the system in five cases. Analytical methodology
is used for the analysis. The results demonstrate that DG does
improve the reliability of the distribution system.
Keywords—Distributed Generation; Reliability assessment;
Distribution System; Reliability Indices

I.

INTRODUCTION

Reliability is an abstract term meaning durability,
steadiness, and good performance. For engineering systems,
however, it is more than an abstract term; it is something that
can be computed, measured, evaluated, planned, and
designed into a piece of equipment or a system. Reliability
means the capability of a system to accomplish the function
it is designed for under the operating conditions stumbled
upon during its anticipated lifetime. Traditionally, a power
system has been divided into three almost independent areas
of operation as follows: 1.Generation System: facilities for
the electricity generation from economical energy sources.
2.Transmission System: transportation system to move bulk
energy from generation section to specific geographical
regions. 3.Distribution System: distribute the energy to
individual consumers (e.g., residential, commercial,
industrial, etc.) within a specific geographical area. Ideally,
reliability of a power system from consumer’s viewpoint
means uninterrupted supply of power from the generation to
the consumer. In action, the important elements of a power
system’s reliability for consumers are frequency and duration
of interruptions at consumption point (i.e., load point). From
an engineering point of view, the question is how you
mathematically determine the frequency and length of load
point interruptions.
To fulfill the growing customer load requirements,
electric utilities were constantly adding more facilities to

their systems in the past. As load increases, the distribution
system must be extended to please increasing customer load
requirements. For instance, due to the increased load growth
in a particular area in a distribution system, the local area
distribution network is considered insufficient and requires
extension.
At present, deregulation is obliging electric utilities into
unexplored areas. Failure to distinguish customer demands
has caused many business failures industries. The electric
industries’ drive in the direction of a competitive market
makes all associated businesses to evaluate their focus,
strengths, weaknesses, and strategies. One of the main
encounters for electric utilities is to increase the price of their
services and reliability and to lower their costs of operation,
maintenance, and construction in order to provide customers
with lower electricity rates. For power systems delivering
power to different kinds of customers, there is an optimal
value of reliability that would result in lowest costs.
II.

DG AND ITS IMPACTS ON DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM AND
RELIABILITY

Electric utility companies are looking for methods to
decrease costs and still provide the satisfactory level of
reliability essential for the customers. One solution is to add
DG that can now be built. DG are small generators usually
ranging in capacity from 15 to 10,000kW connected to the
electric distribution system. DG can be installed at the utility
or at the customer site. DG technologies include
conventional and nonconventional energy solutions such as
diesel engine driven generators, wind turbines, fuel cells, and
micro turbines.
Smaller-sized generators continue to improve in cost and
efficiency, moving closer to the performance of large power
plants. Utilities or end users can install flexible distributed
generation quickly. This local generation lessens the need for
large-scale utility projects. Distributed generation can allow
utilities to defer transmission and distribution upgrades.
Also, DG decreases losses and improves voltage. With the
right configuration, distributed generation can also improve
customer reliability and power quality.
Generation is not always easy to integrate into existing
distribution systems. Distribution systems were not designed
to include generation; they were designed for one-way power
flow, from the utility substation to the end users. Generators
can disorder distribution operations if they are not carefully
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applied. One of the most critical situations islanding.
Islanding raises safety hazards, and islanded generators can
cause over voltages on the circuit. In addition to islanding,
generators can interrupt protection, upset voltage regulation,
and cause other power quality problems.
The utility supply has the benefit of tethering thousands
of generators together, providing reliability and matching
load. Microgrids tie generators together on a localized scale
to gain reliability and load matching advantages of the
traditional utility grid. Several research literature have
summarized positive and negative impacts of DGs on power
system operation, stability and security as listed in Table1
below:
Table1 IMPACTS OF DG ON POWER SYSTEM OPERATION
Negative Impacts
Positive Impacts
Increase in short circuit current
Voltage and reactive power
support
Drop of sensitivity to faults
Voltage control
Voltage rise and fluctuations
Reduction of losses
and
transmission blocking
Changes in losses and voltage Generation growth and better
profile
utilization of assets
Frequency and voltage instability
Improvement of reliability by
ensuring continuity of supply

III.

A. Customer-Orientated Indices
1) System Average Interruption Frequency Index, SAIFI
SAIFI

∑i λi .Ni
;
∑i Ni
(4)

total number of customer interruptions
total number of customers served

interruptions
customer

.yr

where
is the failure rate and
is the number of
customers of load point i.
SAIFI is a measure of how many sustained interruptions
an average customer will experience over the course of a
year. For a fixed number of customers, the only way to
improve SAIFI is to reduce the number of sustained
interruptions experienced by customers.
2) System average interruption duration index, SAIDI

EVALUATION TECHNIQUE

The techniques required to analyze a distribution system
depend on the type of system and the depth of analysis. The
author has considered a radial distribution network for
reliability modeling and evaluation. A radial distribution
system is made up of a set of series components, including
lines, cables, disconnects (or isolators), busbars, etc. A
customer connected to any load point of such a system
requires all components between himself and the supply
point to be operating. Three basic reliability parameters of
average failure rate, , average outage time, , and average
annual outage time, , are given by:

∑
∑

The most widely used reliability indices are averages that
weight each customer equally. Customer-based indices are
popular with regulating authorities since a small residential
customer has just as much importance as a large industrial
customer.

(1)

.
∑
∑

∑

.

(5)

3) Customer average interruption duration index, CAIDI

(3)

Equations (1), (2) and (3) are used to evaluate the load
point indices.
Although the three primary indices are fundamentally
important, they do not always give a thorough demonstration
of the system performance and response. For instance, the
same indices would be evaluated irrespective of whether one
customer or 100 customers were connected to the load point
or whether the average load at a load point was 10 kW or
100 MW. In order to reflect the harshness of a system
outage, additional reliability indices frequently are evaluated.

;

where
is the annual outage time and
is the number
of customers of load point i.
SAIDI is a measure of how many interruption hours an
average customer will experience over the course of a year.
For a fixed number of customers, SAIDI can be improved by
decreasing the number of interruptions or by decreasing the
duration of these interruptions. Since both of these reflect
reliability improvements, a reduction in SAIDI means an
improvement in reliability.

(2)
.

.

∑

∑

.

∑

.

and

;

(6)

where is the failure rate,
is the annual outage time
is the number of customers of load point i.

CAIDI is a measure of how long an average interruption
lasts, and is used as a measure of utility response time to
system incidents. CAIDI can be improved by decreasing the
length of interruptions, but can also be decreased by
increasing the number of short interruptions. As a result, a
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ddecrease in CAIDI does not necessarily mean an
im
mprovement inn reliability.
4) Average service availability (unavaailability) inddex,
ASAI (ASUI)
A

(7)

a possible
and thee supply restorred to as manyy load points as
using appropriate
a
dissconnects and the alternativee supply if
availabble. The changee is that the 2 Normally Opeen switches
are replaced with 4 DGs
D each at the end of a feedder. In this
t
is no restrriction in the looad transfer, meaning that
study, there
DGs pllay a role exactly similar to a power sourcee. (DGs are
consideered 100% of thhe capacity of all
a of the loadss). Fig.8.
Peaak Loads and Feeders
F
types and
a lengths aree shown in
Table2 and Table3 resspectively.
Tablle2 Peak Loads
Custom
mer Type
Residenntial
Small User
U
Governnment/Institutions
Commeercial
TOTAL
L

(8)
where 87600 (365*24) iss the numberr of hours inn a
ccalendar year.
ASAI is thee customer-weiighted availabillity of the systeem
a provides thhe same inform
and
mation as SAID
DI. Higher AS
SAI
v
values
mean higher levels of system reliabbility, with moost
U utilities havving ASAI greaater than 0.999..
US
B Load- and energy-orienta
B.
e
ted indices
One of thhe important parameters required
r
in tthe
e
evaluation
of load- and en
nergy-orientatedd indices is the
t
a
average
load at each load-poin
nt busbar.
The averagee load
is giv
ven by
(9)
where
= peak load dem
mand, and = load factor.
(110)

Peaak Loads, MW
7.25
3.5
5.55
3.7
20

Tablle3 Feeder Typees and Lengths
Feederr Type
Lenggth, km
Feed
der Section Numb
bers
1
0.60
2,6,110,14,17,21,25,28,330,34
1,4,7,9,12,16,19,22,24,27,29,32,35
2
0.75
3,5,8,11,13,15,18,20,23,26,31,33,36
3
0.80

V.

CUSSTOMER AND LOADING DATA
A

Thee number of customers
c
of each
e
type and individual
load levvels are shownn in Table4 for each
e
load pointt.
Thee defined averaage load assum
mes that this will
w be the
averagee value seen byy the load pointt due to diversiity between
custom
mers and normaal load variatioons through thhe day and
throughh the year. Thhis customer data
d
can be appropriately
combinned to give the feeder loading data shown inn Table5.

where t is normally one caalendar year.

Tablle4

Customer Daata

Tablle5

Loading Datta

a) Energy
gy not supplied index, ENS
E
ENS
= total energgy not supplied by
b the system =

(11)
is the averagee load connecteed to load poinnt i.

where

b) Averagge energy not supplied,
s
AENS
NS

(122)
IV.

DESCRIPTION
N OF THE TEST SYSTEM

ystem in this paper
p
is BUS2 of
Considered distribution sy
R
Roy
Billinton Test System known as RBTS
R
with som
me
c
changes
in the configuration
c
of
o the system Fig.8.
F
BUS2 has 4
f
feeders
with vooltage level of 11KV. It is asssumed that 11K
KV
s
source
breakeer operates successfully when requireed,
d
disconnects
aree opened when
never possible to isolate a faault

Thee failure rate foor all of the linnes is 0.065 (f/yyr/km) and
for the transformers is
i 0.015 (f/yr). The repair tim
me of all of
mponents is 5 hrs,
h and for trannsformers, the repair time
the com
is 200hhrs. Switching time
t
is 1 hr.
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VI.

SYSTEM SURVEYS

A range of reliability indices were calculated for a
number of studies.
Load point indices: These are average failure rate (λ),
average outage time (r), average annual unavailability (U),
load disconnected (L) and energy not supplied (E). These
can be calculated at each specified load point.
System indices: These are SAIFI, SAIDI, CAIDI, ASAI,
ASUI, ENS and AENS. They are fully specified and can be
evaluated from the load point indices for a group of load
points or the whole system.
VII. CASE STUDIES
Five case studies are performed on the system. These
center on inclusion or not of fuses in each lateral,
disconnects in the main feeders and a DG at the end of each
feeder. System is shown in Fig.8.
A. Case 1
Case 1 assumes the system with no disconnect, no fuse
and no DG. The individual load point indices (λ, r, U) are
shown in Table6.
Since the average demand and number of customers at
each load point is known, the primary indices can be
extended to give the customer- and load-oriented indices and
they are shown in Table7.
Table6 Case1, Load Point Reliability Indices
λ (f/yr)
r (hr)
Load Point
1
0.535
10.467
2
0.535
10.467
3
10.467
0.535
4
0.535
10.467
5
0.535
10.467
6
0.535
10.467
7
0.535
10.467
8
0.192
5.000
9
0.192
5.000
10
0.483
11.056
11
0.483
11.056
12
0.483
11.056
13
0.483
11.056
14
0.483
11.056
15
0.483
11.056
16
0.535
10.467
17
0.535
10.467
18
10.467
0.535
19
0.535
10.467
20
0.535
10.467
21
10.467
0.535
22
0.535
10.467
Table7
System
Indices
SAIFI
SAIDI
CAIDI
ASAI
ASUI

U (h/yr)
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
0.959
0.959
5.340
5.340
5.340
5.340
5.340
5.340
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600
5.600

Case1, System Indices
Feeder 1

Feeder 2

Feeder 3

Feeder 4

0.535
5.6
10.467
0.999361
0.000639

0.192
0.959
4.995
0.999891
0.000109

0.483
5.34
11.056
0.99939
0.00061

0.535
5.6
10.467
0.999361
0.000639

ENS
AENS

20412
31.13

2062
1031

16586
26.244

18984
30.521

B. Case 2
Case 2 assumes the system with disconnects, with fuses
and no DG. This case shows the effect of main and lateral
distributor protection on the system.
Additional protection is frequently used in practical
distribution systems. One possibility is to install fusegear at
the tee-point in each lateral distributor. In this case a short
circuit on a lateral distributor causes its appropriate fuse to
blow; this causes the disconnection of its load point until the
failure is repaired but does not affect or cause the
disconnection of any other load point. In this condition, only
installing the fuses, the reliability indices are improved for
all load points although the amount of improvement is
different for each one. The most unreliable load point is the
furthest one because of the dominant effect of failure on its
lateral distributor.
A second or alternative reinforcement or improvement
scheme is the provision of disconnects or isolators at sensible
points along the main feeder. These are generally not fault
breaking switches and therefore any short circuit on a feeder
still causes the main breaker to operate. After the fault has
been detected, however, the relevant disconnect can be
opened and the breaker reclosed. This procedure allows
restoration of all load points between the supply point and
the point of isolation before the repair process has been
completed. After adding disconnects, the reliability of load
points other than the last furthest ones are improved, the
amount of improvement being greater for those near to the
supply point or less for those further from it. The indices of
the furthest load points will remain unchanged because
isolation cannot remove the effect of any failure on these
loads. Finally, all of the load points reliability indices will
increase after adding fusegears and disconnects.
C. Case 3
Case 3 assumes the system with disconnects, with fuses
operate with a probability of 0.9 and no DG.
The reliability indices for each load point in previous
cases were evaluated assuming that the fuses in the lateral
distributor operated whenever a failure occurred on the
distributor they were supposed to protect. Irregularly,
however, the primary protection system fails to operate. In
these cases, the back-up protection functions. Assume that
the fusegear operates with the probability of 0.9, i.e. the
fuses operate successfully 9 times out of 10 when required.
In this case the reliability indices shown in previous case
tables are modified because, for example, failures on
distributors 3, 5, 6, 8, 9 and 11 also contribute to the failure
of load point LP1. Similarly this happens for the other load
points. The contribution to the failure rate can be evaluated
using the concept of expectation:
Failure rate = (failure rate | fuse operates) × P(fuse
operates) + (failure rate | fuse fails) × P(fuse fails)
(14)
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Therefore the contribution
T
c
to
o the failure raate of load pooint
L by distribuutor 3 is:
LP1
Failure rate = 0 × 0.9 + 0.0
052 × 0.1 = 0.00052
(115)
The results show that thee reliability off each load pooint
r
reduces
as exxpected, the amount of reduction beiing
d
dependent
on the probabilitty that the fuusegear operaates
s
successfully
annd the relative effect of the additional
a
failuure
e
events
compareed with those that
t
occur evenn if the fuses are
a
1
100%
reliable in operation.
D Case 4
D.
Case 4 assuumes the system
m with disconnnects, with fusses
o
operate
with a probability
p
of 0.9
0 and with DG
Gs.
And finally,,
E Case 5
E.
Case 5 assuumes the system
m with disconnnects, with fusses
a with DGs.
and
he greatest effeect occurs for the
t
The results indicate that th
looad points furtthest from the supply point and
a nearest to the
t
D
DG.

Figuure2

System Aveerage Interruption Duration
D
Index (hrr/cust.yr)

Figuure3

Customer Average
A
Interruptioon Duration Index (hr/cust.int)

NCLUSION
VIII. CON
As expectedd, Case 1 produces the worrst set of indicces
bbecause this system
s
is the most basic and
a
least capiital
inntensive. All the other studies
s
providde facilities for
f
im
mproving loadd point reliabilitty.
It is shown that by adding fuses, disconnnects and DGs the
t
r
reliability
increeases more and
d more and the best conditionn is
w
when
the system
m includes all of
o these compoonents togetherr.
To sum up, we know that a reduction inn SAIDI indicaates
a improvemeent in reliabiliity; meanwhille, higher AS
an
SAI
v
values
mean higgher levels of system
s
reliabiliity.
Figures are also drawn heere to simplifyy the comparisson
b
between
these cases.
c
As it was supposed,
s
Casee 5 has the beest reliability and
a
C 1 has the worst
Case
w
system reeliability.

Figure1

Systtem Average Interr
rruption Frequencyy Index (int/cust.yr))
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Figuure5

Average Service Unavailabilitty Index

Figuure6

Energy Nott Supplied (kWhr/yyr)

Figuure7

Average Ennergy Not Suppliedd (kWhr/cust.yr)

Figure8 Case Stuudy Distribution Sy
F
ystem with Fuses, with Disconnects and
a
w DGs
with

Figure4

Aveerage Service Avaiilability Index
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